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Many events (patterns) may be described by structural (conjunctive r lational) 
representations, and general computational behavior may be represented in
terms of a set of grammatical rules (productions, transformations) relating two 
such event representations as contingency and response components. Uniform 
representations and graphs of structural descriptions and rules are introduced. 
An abstraction of a set of uniform representations corresponds to a 
common subgraph of the corresponding uniform graphs. Every rule 
F = [(Vx: ..... x~) C(xl  ,..., x~) ~ R(x:  ..... x~)] which can be induced from a 
training set I = {(C,, Ri): i ~ 1,..., N} of contingency-response (input-output) 
pairs is identified with a common subgraph of the uniform graphs of the causal 
inferences Ci ~ R~. A general learning problem is formulated for which three 
cases are distinguishable on the basis of if and how substitutions from input to 
output patterns are to be made. Category (unary) and n-ary predicate learning 
in this framework are discussed. Examples of rule learning applications are 
drawn from the domains of transformational grammar. The properties (both 
desirable and undesirable) of the proposed approach and the differences between 
it and previous approaches are also considered. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The current paper is motivated by the observation that rules of behavior 
(e.g., rules of transformational grammar, pattern classification, and general 
computation) may be directly abstracted from examples of their use if 
appropriate restrictions are placed on the representation of the rules and 
training examples. Specifically, if rules are restricted to the form F = 
[(Vx: ,..., x~) C(x:  ,..., x~) ~ R(x :  ,..., x~)] where both C(x: .... , x~) and 
R(x :  ..... x~) are conjunctive products of variable forms of the predicate 
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calculus, a graph representation exists for which it is true that the rule F is a 
common subgraph of the graphs representing the training examples. Many 
difficult learning problems can be solved in this way, and th e equi-noun 
phrase deletion rule of transformational gramma r is given a s an example i n 
this paper. Numerous details of the proposed representation a d abstraction 
procedures must be considered in solving this general learning problem; 
however, the essential ideas in this paper are easily stated: (1) a uniform 
graph representation exists for any conjunctive clause of the predicate 
calculus which ensures that °he graph is a subgraph '0~"arlother one if and 
only if the associated clauses describe two patterns where the first is a sub- 
pattern of the second; (2) training examples for the induction of an unknown 
rule can be provided such that the graph repreSentati0n.0f'each example 
contains the unknown ~rule as a subgraph; and (3 )a  prev!ously published 
algorithm for extracting abstractions (subrepresentations) common to a set 
of graphs is thus effective for the induction of  rules. Before proceeding to 
consider general rule learning, the foundation is laid by reviewing related 
research'Concerning the hypothesization f classification rules for nonmetric 
data. 
In recent pattern recognition research (Barrow et al., 1972;. Shaw, 1972; 
Eden and Halle, 1962; Evans, 1968, 1969; Hayes,Roth, 1973,:'1974a, 1974b; 
Michalski, 1973; Watanabe, 1973; Winston, 1970),: an emphasis has been 
placed on the structural (relational) representation f pattern prototypes and 
procedures for the recognition of stimuli which exhibit prot0typic structure. 
The assumption that each pattern class is identified by one orm0re prototypic 
structural descriptions has been called the characteristic model (Hayes-Roth, 
1974a) to distinguish it from the more traditional spatial or multidimensional 
pattern recognition model. In addition, algorithms have been described 
which efficiently search a space of plausible pattern characteristics (prototypes), 
i.e., the set of all structural representations manifested by the training 
exemplars of a pattern class (Hayes-Roth, 1974a; Stoffe!, 1974). These 
algorithms are developed from the following two observationsl Given N 
mutually exclusive pattern classes (or responses ) R 1 ,..., R N and the training 
exemplars Ii = {Ei.1 ..... Ei.n~} of each class Ri,  then: (1) Each proposition P
Which is true of some exemplars in Ii !s a potential basis for classification of 
anY novel item Y for which P(Y)  is true as a member ofR i .  From a Bayesian 
yiewpoint, the plausibility of (confidence in, support for) the rule [(VY) P(Y)=~ 
Y ~ Ri] should be a strictly increasing function of the positive frequency of P 
in Ii , which is defined as I I~/PI = I{E~,~ : E~,j e I~ & P(Ei.~)}[, and a strictly 
decreasing function of the negative frequency of P in Ii' , IUZPI = I{E~,~ : 
Ek,j ~ Ik & k =~ i & P(Ek.j)}I. In words, the greater the fr quency with which 
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the proposition P is true of positive instances (Ii) of Ri and the less the 
frequency with which P is true of noninstances (Ii') of Ri, the higher the 
probability that P is a characteristic of (criterial for) class Ri. (2) If all of 
the propositions which are true of each exemplar are given as the description 
of the exemplar, those schemata (conjunctive sets of propositions) which 
occur most frequently among the descriptions of exemplars of a single class 
are likely to be plausible hypothetical class characteristics. 
An understanding of the details of such pattern learning programs requires 
only a small amount of additional terminology. Define an abstraction of several 
exemplar propositional descriptions as any proposition which is directly 
implied by (contained in) each of them. Abstractions are identified by 
computing conjunctive sets of propositions which are consistently present 
in (subsets of) the conjunctive sets of propositions describing several 
exemplars of the same pattern class. The plausibility of each such abstracted 
schema s a pattern characteristic is then evaluated by computing an ap- 
propriate measure which is an increasing function of its positive and negative 
frequencies in Ii and I ( ,  respectively (Hayes-Roth, 1973, 1974a; Stoffel, 
1974). Of course, if the abstraction procedures produced a schema which is 
manifested (matched) by every exemplar in/~x and none in Ii' and if the 
underlying pattern is equivalent to a conjunctive concept (Bruner et al., 
i956), the abstracti0n is a plausible candidate for the class characteristic (see, 
for examples, the concepts learned in Winston, 1970 and Hayes-Roth, 1973). 
The purposes of the present paper are two: first, to introduce a uniform 
representation for structural descriptions of events (e.g., visual or acoustic 
patterns, semantic or syntactic structures, etc.) which is designed to ensure 
that all schemata which are manifested by each of a set of exemplars can be 
identified by any procedure which, in effect, can identify acommon subgraph 
of several undirected, labeled graph representations associated with each of 
the exemplars; and second, to generalize the previously published learning 
techniques to problems involving the induction of universally quantified rules 
of the predicate calculus like those of web grammar (Pfaltz and Rosenfeld, 
1969), or transformational grammar (Friedman, 1971). 
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the 
essential details of the structural representation f patterns, first in terms of 
typical predicate calculus (list-based) forms and subsequently in terms of 
equivalent (se~'based) relational representations. Difficulties arise in all such 
systems both from the necessity to abstract m-ary relations which are implicit 
in (contained by) n-ary relations (n > m) and from the desire to allow many- 
to-one object correspondence mappings from stimulus to template pattern 
representations; these problems are discussed and motivate the uniform 
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representations which are then proposed. This scheme is then extended to 
cover the representation f grammatical rules (substitution productions). In 
Section 3, a formal statement of the learning problems addressed by the 
present paper is provided. A solution to any particular problem will require 
one of three distinct sorts of inference mechanisms depending on the nature 
of the unknown rule and the amount of information provided. Sections 4, 5, 
and 6 provide detailed solutions to problems of each of the three types. 
Section 7 briefly discusses methods for discovery of a particularly useful sort 
of unary predicate corresponding to a category, a set of mutually exclusive 
elements which occur as alternatives in particular structural contexts within 
learned rules. Also, the correspondence b tween learned patterns and novel 
n-ary predicates i discussed. The last section discusses the relation of these 
learning problems, procedures, and results to related research, obstacles to 
the widescale implementation of such learning procedures, and directions 
for future research. 
2. STRUCTURAL REPRESENTATIONS 
Figure 1 illustrates two patterns representing (A) a triangle and (B) two 
lines. These patterns could be represented by typical conjunctive predicate 
calculus picture descriptions in terms of a binary symmetric predicate line, 
as in A 1 and B1, below. 
A 1 = line(al, a2) & line(M, a3) & line(a2, a3) & 
line(a2, al) & line(a3, al) & line(a3, a2), (1) 
B1 -- line(bl, b2) & line(b2, bl) & line(b3, b4) & line(M, b3). (2) 
These representations, although extremely simple, suffice to illustrate most 
of the essential strengths and weaknesses of structural representations. Each 
term such as line(al, a2) is an instantiatedform (or instance) of the variable 
form line(x, y); the object names such as al, a2, and a3 which name nodes 
(termini) in the line drawings are called parameters because, although they 
are equivalent to constants in the predicate calculus, only the alphabetic 
equality or inequality of two parameters is relevant to pattern description and 
bl b2 




in the line drawings. 
A triangle (A) and two lines (B) described in terms of relations on nodes 
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recognition (Hayes-Roth, 1976). If each parameter of d 1 or B 1 is considered 
to be a universally quantified variable, the associated quantified conjuctive 
variable form is a structural template which may be used for pattern recogni- 
tion. Specifically, the structural representation S of some stimulus matches 
the structural representation T of some template if there is some corre- 
spondence between the parameters ofS and T which ensure that every form in 
the template T is also present in S. Formally, S matches T if there is a one- 
one (I-1) mappingf (a parameter binding function) from the set of parameters 
of T, PS(T), to that of S, PS(S), (i.e., f(1 -- 1): PS(T)~ PS(S)) such that 
every form in T also occurs in N if the alphabetic differences between bound 
parameters are ignored (i.e., if it is assumed that (Vt~PS(T))t  =f( t ) )  
(Barrow et al., 1972; Hayes-Roth, 1973, 1974b). When S matches T under f, 
this is denoted S( , ) IT  or simply S(.)T.  Furthermore, any representation T 
which is matched by S is called an abstraction (subpattern, subrepresentation) 
of S. If both S( , )T  and T(,)S,  S = T. 
Notice, however, that B 1 , the representation f two lines, is not an abstrac- 
tion of A 1 , the representation f a triangle. This is because the only way the 
two lines of B can be placed in respective correspondences with two lines 
of A is if two distinct nodes in B are forced into correspondence with a single 
node in A. Only if some many-to-one binding function such asf '  = {(bl, al), 
(b2, a2), (b3, a3), (34, al)} were permissible, would it be true that A1(,)I B1. 
Furthermore, the reader should note that it is not obvious on a priori grounds 
whether _all should match B 1 under these circumstances. For example, if 
unrestricted many-to-one bindings are to be allowed, it would follow that 
a stimulus containing one line would match any template containing any 
number and any pattern of lines. A proposed solution to this multiple parameter 
correspondence problem will be momentarily, deferred while an alternative 
representation scheme is introduced which facilitates the exposition of a 
second problem, that of implicit predicates. 
A parameterized structural representation (PSR) Q is a two-tuple of the sort 
(PS(Q), body(Q)) where PS(Q) is the set of parameters u ed to refer to objects 
in Q and body(Q) is a set of M relations r1 .... , r M which correspond to the M 
predicate forms in an equivalent predicate calculus tructural representation. 
For example, the PSR's A 2 and Bz are representationally equivalent to the 
representations A 1 and B1, respectively: 
A 2 = ({al, a2, a3}, 
{{p:line, node:a1, node:a2}, 
(p:line, node:a2, node:a3}, 
(p:line, node:al, node:a3}}); (3) 
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B2= ({bl, b2, b3, b4}, 
{{p:line, node:b1, node:b2}, 
{p:line, node:b3, node:M}}). (4) 
Each instance of an nth order predicate in a predicate calculus conjunctive 
form is represented by one predicate item of the form p:predicate and n object 
items of the form object typei:object valuei (i = 1,..., n). Here, because line 
is a binary symmetric predicate, each of its two objects is of the same type, 
namely of type node. Should it be desired in some application to retain 
information about he exact ordering of predicate arguments, this information 
must either be packed into the object types themselves or recorded in a 
separate relation. More details on PSR's and their comparative advantages 
can be found in Hayes-Roth (1974c, Appendix IV). Because they are 
equivalent to the conjunctive variable forms of predicate calculus, they are 
only introduced here to facilitate the exposition. Note that in the framework 
of PSR's, S( . ) IT  ~f(body(T))  C body(S), where f(body(T)) is defined to 
be the body of T with every occurrence of each parameter t E PS(T) replaced 
by f(t), its correspondent under f in PS(S). 
The foregoing definition of an abstraction as a subrepresentation which is 
contained by some "larger" representation failsl however, to capture the idea 
that each n-ary relation such as r 1 = {p:line, node:M, node:a2} actually 
represents (is equivalent to) a set of predicate relations which are implicit in 
(implied by) it. For example, any PSR containing rl surely contains at least 
two distinct nodes and thus should match any template which asserts 
propositions about the existence of one or two nodes whether or not it also 
asserts the existence of a line joining both of them. One principal weakness 
of all previously proposed structural representations is just this failure to 
represent the fact that the n-ary relation r ~ {p:q, objl:x 1 .... , obj~:x~} should 
match any m-relation r' ~- {p:q, objq:xll .... , obji,:xl } where {i 1 ,..., ira} C 
{1,'., n}. Simply stated, it is desirable that r(.)r' if r and r' are relations and r' 
is contained in r. For example, one would desire that both A2(,)C and 
B2(.)C, if C represented "the dot and the line": 
c = ({cl, c2, c3}, 
{{p:line, node:cl, node:c2}, 
{p:line, node:c3}}). (5) 
Both the multiple parameter correspondence and the implicit relation 
problems have natural solutions if each PSR Q is converted before matching 
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to a more specific uniform representation U(Q) = (PS(U(Q)), body(U(Q))), as 
follows: 
Step 1. Each object reference (every occurrence of a parameter) in 
body(Q) is replaced by a new, unique parameter symbol. The set of these 
symbols is the parameter set of U(Q), PS(U(Q)). 
Step 2. Each object item type:x in a relation with predicate item p:q is 
used to generate a unary uniform relation {(q, type), x'} in the body of U(Q), 
where x' is the unique parameter inPS(U(Q)) generated from this occurrence 
of x in body(Q). The two-tuple(q, type) is called a property of x' and the 
predicate of the unary relation. 
Step 3. If two distinct parameters, x' and x" in PS(U(Q)) were both 
generated from a single parameter x in PS(Q) and the intention of the PSR 
is to require that both x' and x" must be assigned a single correspondent i  
any matching pattern, the binary uniform same parameter (SP) relation 
{SP, x', x"} is added to body(U(Q)). 
Step 4. Similarly, if two distinct parameters y' and z' in PS(U(Q)) were 
generated from two different parameters, y and z, in PS(Q) and it is the 
intention that any matching pattern must assign a distinct parameter corre- 
spondent to each of these, the binary uniform different parameter (DP) relation 
{DP, y', z'} is added to body(U(Q)). 
Step 5. For each pair of parameters y' and z' in PS(U(Q)) which were 
generated from two object items occurring in the same relation in body(Q), 
the binary uniform same set (SS) relation {SS, y', z'} is added to body(U(Q)). 
If these five steps are applied to the PSR's A2(3 ) and B~(4), the following 
uniform representations are obtained: 
A 3 ~ U(Az) = ({al', al", a2', a2", a3', a3"}, 
{{(line, node), al'}, {(line, node), al"}, 
{(line, node), a2'}, {(line, node), a2"}, 
{(line, node), a3'}, {(line, node), a3"}, 
{ss, al', aS'}, {sa, a2", a3'}, {aS, aY', al"}, 
{SP, al', al"}, {SP, a2', a2"}, {SP, a3', a3"}, 
{DP, al', a2'}, {DP, al', a2"}, {DP, al', a3'}, {DP, al', a3"}, 
{DP, al", a2'}, {DP, al", a2"}, {DP, al", a3'}, {DP, al", a3"}, 
{DP, a2', a3'}, {DP, a2', a3"}, {DP, a2", a3'}, {DP, a2", a3"}}); (6) 
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Bz = U(Bz) = ({bl', b2', b3', b4'}, 
{{(fine, node), bl'}, {(line, node), b2'}, 
{(line, node), b3'}, {(line, node), b4'}, 
{SS, bl', b2'}, {SS, b3', b4'}, 
{DP, bl', b2'}, {DP, bl', b3'}, {DP, bl', b4'}, 
{DP, b2', b3'}, {DP, b2', b4'}, {DP, b3', b4'}}). (7) 
U(B2), of course, represents unambiguously two disjoint lines comprising 
four distinct nodes. If the actual intention for B in Fig. 1 had been to represent 
two distinct but not necessarily disjoint lines, the appropriate uniform 
representation would be: 
B,' = ({bl', b2', b3', b4'}, 
{{(line, node), bl'}, {(line, node), b2'}, 
{(line, node), b3'}, {(line, node), b4'}, 
{SS, el', b2'}, {SS, bY, b4'}, 
{DP, bl', b2'}, {DP, bl', b3'}, {DP, bl', b4'}, 
{DP, b2', b3'}, {DP, bY, b4'}}). (8) 
While it is still true that (~f) Aa(.)1 B3, nevertheless under the binding rule 
f = {(bl', al'), (b2', a2'), (bY, a3'), (b4', a2")} (9) 
it can be seen that A~(.)sBa' , because f(body(B~'))C body(As); i.e., B3' = 
"two lines which may share at most one node in common" is a subpattern 
of A s = "a triangle." 
Given any uniform PSRQ' ~ (PS(Q'), body(Q')) of a PSR Q, the corre- 
sponding uniform graph G(Q) ~ (Xo , A o , Po) is produced in a straight- 
forward way. The node set X o = PS(Q'). The arc (edge) set A o = {{h, y', z'}: 
{h, y', z'} E body(Q') & h ff {SS, SP, DP} &y' ~ X o & z' e Xo}. Finally, the 
property set Po ={Po(Y ' ) :Y 'EXo&(q ,  type)~Po(Y ') if and only if 
{(q, type),y'} ~ body(Q')}. The interpretation of a uniform graph is as 
follows. Each original reference to an object y in a PSR relation, such as 
{p:q, type:y,...}, results in a distinct node y' in the graph, and y' has a set of 
properties Po(Y') attached to it such that the property (q, type)~ Po(Y'). 
Furthermore, each binary uniform relation of type h ~ {SS, SP, DP} between 
parameters y' and z' is reflected by an undirected arc connecting nodes y' 
and z' which is labeled h. If two PSR's S and T are such that U(S)(.)I U(T), 
it follows (Hayes-Roth, 1974c) that G(T) =- (XT, A t ,  PT) is a subgraph of 
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G(S) -- (As ,  As ,  Ps), meaning that: (Vt 6 Xr)(Vt' ~ Xr)  f ( t  ) c Xs  & Pr(t) C 
Ps( f  it)) & [{h, t, t'} ~ At] ~ [{h, f i t) ,  f(t ')} ~ As]. As an illustration, the two 
uniform graphs for A~ and B a' are shown superimposed in Fig. 2 according 
to the node bindings pecified by f(9).  Thus a uniform graph G(T) is a sub- 
graph of another, G(S), if there is some 1-1 node binding function f for 
which it is true that all node properties and labeled edges in G(T) are also in 
G(S). This is denoted G(T) C,  s G(S) or simply G(T) C, G(S). 
p fz o,, :b,, sP  
° \ 
b4' {(line,node)} if,': b3'{(line,node)} 
DP 
FIO. 2. Two superimposed uniform graphs for a triangle (G(f/a)) arid two lines 
possibly joined at one node(G(B~')) under the binding function f of Eq. (9). The arcs 
of G(X3) are drawn with smooth lines, while those of G(B~') are drawn with wavy lines. 
Because most of this paper is addressed to questions concerning the 
identification of rules of grammar iproductions) through the extraction of 
abstractions of training exemplars, it is necessary to extend the notion of PSR, 
uniform PSR, and uniform graph to the representation of productions. 
Define a rule iproduction, transformation) as any formula of the form 
F ~--- [(Vx~ ,..., x~) C(x 1 ,..., x~) ~ R(x 1 ,..., x~)] where Cix , ,..., x~) (the con- 
tingency) and R(x 1 .... , x,~) (the response) of the rule F are both conjunctive 
products of variable forms over the variables x1 ,..., x~. Thus, the rule F is 
like a production of a web grammar C'--+ R', where the conjuncts of 
C(x 1 ..... x~) are represented by a web (graph) C' and those of R(xl,. . .  , x~) by 
the web R'. Specifically, the formalism of Pfaltz and Rosenfeld can be im- 
mediately generalized to allow such representations of rules by permitting 
labels on arcs, properties on nodes, and null embeddings. Then, the rule F 
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can be represented by letting C' and R' bethe uniform graphs of the PSR 
equivalents of C(x 1 .... , x~) and R(x 1 ,..., x~), respectively. 
It is possible, moreover, to obtain a single uniform representation f any 
rule •, and such a representation will greatly simplify the Problem of ab- 
stracting rules from examples. Given F, it is clear from the foregoing how 
the uniform PSR's C '= (PS(C'), body(C')) and R' = (PS(R'), body(R')) 
corresponding to the conjunctive forms C(x 1 ,..., x~) and R(x 1 ,..., x,~) are 
generated. Notice though that the parameter sets PS(C') and PS(R') are 
necessarily disjoint because every occurrence of each parameter xi in 
C(xl .... , x~) and R(xl ,..., x~) has been replaced by a new, unique parameter 
(see Step 1 of the procedure to generate uniform PSR's). Thus, a need exists 
for additional SP relations between any y' ~ PS(C') and z' ~ PS(R') where y" 
and z' are parameters which were generated from the same original parameter 
x~ occurring once in C(x 1 .... , x~) and once in R(x 1 ,..., x,O. Simply, the 
uniform PSR of the ruleFis defined as U(F) = (PS(C') w PS(R'), body(C') t3 
body(R') u {{SP, y', z'}: (~xi) y' is a parameter in C' and z' is a parameter in
R' which replaced one occurrence of xi in C(x 1 ,..., X-) and R(x 1 .... , x,), 
respectively} u {{"C," y'}: y' e PS(C')} tJ {{"R," z'}: z~e PS(R')}). Only the 
last two sets in the union which constitutes the body of'U(F) need explanation. 
Basically, these sets assign the additional property "C" to each "contingency" 
parameter y' c PS(C') and "R" to each response parameter z' ~ PS(R') and 
serve to distinguish the contingency and response parts of the integrated rule 
representation. 
As an illustration of such a rule F, consider the equi-noun phrase deletion 
(END) rule of transformationa grammar (TG) (Chomsky, 1967; Langendoen, 
1969) shown in panel (a) of Fig. 3 with two examples, EI = (C1, Ra) and 
E~ = (Cz, R2) , related by F shown in panels (b) and (c). Nonuniform PSR 
equivalents C', R', C1', RI', C2', and R e' corresponding to C(x 1 ,..., x,), 
R(x 1 ..... x~), C1, Ra, C2, and R 2 ; respectively, are given below: 
C' = ((xl, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6, x7, xS, x9}, 
{{p:s(np, vp), name:M, rip:x2, vp:x3}, 
{p:vp(v, s), name:x3, v:x4, s:x5}, 
{p:s(np, vp), name:x5, np:x6, vp:x7}, 
{p:equal, name:x2, name:x6}}); (10) 
R' = ({xl, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6, x7, x8, x9}, 
{(p:s(np, vp), name:x7, np:x2, vp:x8}, 
{p:vp(v, inf, vp), name:x8, v:x4, inf:x9, vp:x7}, 
{p:"to," name:x9}}); (11) 
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(o) F = R(xt, 
-% 
k(vxl ..... x9) c(xl .... ,x9) .... x9)J 
o///~vS:Xl ~ k2 =x6 . s:x7 
p:x5 p:x'8 
rip:x2 / ~ 5 np'x2 / I ~ 
• s:x " ° / ~ . - , .ovp:x~ 
(b) El = (CI,R I) 
/ ,~s l  ~ npl =np2 / /~s5  
, - - ,  
the boy drink 
(¢) E2= (C a ,R 2) 
/ /~s4  8~ np3= np4 ~s:s6 
np:np 3/a ~ / /~vp5 - -  ~ ~ : v p 7  
/ \ / ~_s :s5  / \ / I . . . .  2 
.-"""7 ~np:nP'+ P.vp:vp6 / k .L-:...-~. 
plonnea~.~ ' ~ planned ~'o goskiing 
the loll girl go skiing in Vermont 
in Vermont 
Fro. 3. Two examples, E1 = (C1, R1) = ("The boy wants [that] the boy drink," 
"The boy wants to drink") and E2 = (C2, R2) ~ ("The tall girl planned [that] the 
tall girl go skiing in Vermont," "The tall girl planned to go skiing in Vermont"), in 
panels (b) and (c), of the equi-noun phrase deletion rule F in panel (a). 
q,  = ({sl, npl, vpl, vl, s2, rip2, vp2}, 
{{p:s(np, vp), name:sl, np:npl, vp:vpl}, 
{p:"the boy," name:npl}, 
{p:vp(v, s), name:vpl, v:vl, s:s2}, 
{p:"wants," name:vl}, 
{p:s(np, vp), name:s2, np:np2, vp:vp2}, 
{p:"the boy," name:np2}, 
{p:"drink," name:vp2}, 
{p:equal, name:npl, name:np2}}); (12) 
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.R1 t 
R2 t 
({s3, npl, vp3, vl, infl, vp2}, 
{p:s(np, vp), name:s3, np:npl, vp:vp3}, 
{p:"the boy," name:npl}, 
{p:vp(v, inf, vp), name:vp3, v:vl, inf:infl, vp:vp2}, 
{p:"wants," name:vl}, 
{p:"to," name:infl}, 
{p:"drink," name:vp2}}); (13) 
({s4, np3, vp5, v2, s5, np4, vp6), 
{{p:s(np, vp), name:s4, np:np3, vp:vp5), 
{p:"the tall girl," name:np3), 
{p:vp(v, s), name:vp5, v:v2, s:s5}, 
{p:"planned," name:v2), 
{p:s(np, vp), name:sS, np:np4, vp:vp6), 
{p:"the tall girl," name:np4), 
{p:"go skiing in Vermont," name:vp6}, 
{p:equal, name:np3, name:np4}}); (14) 
({s6, rip3, vp7, v2, inf2, vp6}, 
{{p:s(np, vp), name:s6, rip:rip3, vp:vp7}, 
{p:"the tall girl," name:np3}, 
{p:vp(v, inf, vp), name:vp7, v:v2, inf:inf2, vp:vp6}, 
{p:"planned," name:v2}, 
{p:"to," name:inf2), 
{p:"go skiing in Vermont," name:vp6)}). (15) 
Figure 4 illustrates the uniform graph G(F) for the rule F derived by 
converting C'(10) and R'(ll) into uniform PSR's, combining these, and 
supplementing the union of their bodies by all appropriate SP relations 
establishing equivalences between parameters (e.g., x2' and x2" for the 
parameter x2) occurring both as a contingency and a response variable. 
Before proceeding to the next section, the reader should be convinced that 
the graph G(F) in Fig. 4 is a satisfactory (equivalent) representation f the 
rule F and, moreover, that the graphs G(F1) and G(F~) corresponding to the: 
rulesF 1 = [Cl'(sl , npl, vpl, vl, s2, np2, vp2, s3, vp3, infl) ~ Rl'(Sl, npl, vpl, 
vl, s2, np2, vp2, s3, vp3, in~i)] and F 2 = [C2'(s4, rip3, vp5, v2, s5, np4, vp6,, 
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x]' ((s(np,vp), name), "C"} 
x~'{(s(np,vp), np), "C" } 
4'{(vp(v,sl,v~,"c"} x 9" {(" i'o" ,name ),"R" }1 \k  
\ \  / X5' {(vp(v,s),s),"C" } 
~L(vp(v,mf,vp),vp), R j '~  i _ _  / I  \ J.x5"{(s(np,vp),name),"C'} 
• I \  ~ \ ,  " - -  / "  \ H 
. . . .  \ \  >g . .  \ 
9'{(vp(v,inf,vp),'nf), R } \ \  ~ /  I " - - . .  \ x6'{(s(np,vp),np),"C" 
• • . . . " \ / /  
X8" (vp(v inf vp) name)"R"~-~ / \ ~'/ / ^,,r . . . . . . . .  ? j" , , ,  ~ . .~" ~ ...tSX /- itequal~namel L, t 
,,s' {(e .," 
~xT"{(s (np ,vp) ,namel , "R"  } 
L x2 '{(s(np,vp),np),~'R"} 
FIG. 4. The uniform graph G(F) of the END rule of TG corresponding to Fig. 3(a) 
and Eqs. (10-11). Here SP arcs appear as broken lines while SS arcs appear as solid lines. 
No DP arcs are represented since all pairs of nodes not connected by SP arcs presumably 
have DP arcs between them. 
s6, vp7, inf2) ~ R2'(s4, rip3, @5, v2, s5, np4, vp6, s6, vp7, inf2)] satisfy the 
subgraph relations: G(F)C, G(F1)& G(F)C .  G(Fz). The fact that G(F) is 
a subgraph both of G(F1) and G(F2) or, equivalently, that F is a subrule 
(abstraction) of both F 1 and Fz is the basis for the plausible inference that F 
is the common rule manifested by E 1 = (C1, R1) and E2 = (Ca, R2). This  
inference technique is fully clarified and exploited in solving general induction 
problems in the subsequent sections. 
3. A GENERAL LEARNING PROBLEM 
The type of learning problem to be solved in this paper is formally defined 
as follows. Let I = {(C1, R1),..., (CN, Rz¢)} be training information com- 
prising N contingency-response (input-output) pairs of structured representa- 
tions which manifest some (unknown) rule F = [(Vx 1 .... , x,) C(x 1 ,..., x~) 
R(x 1 ,..., xn)], where C(x 1 ,..., x~) and R(x 1 ,..., x~) are conjunctive variable 
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forms over the variables x1 ,..., xn. Each E i = (Ci, Ri) manifests F in the 
sense that (Vi = 1,..., N)(3fi) Ci(*)s~ C(xl ,..., x~) & R~(.)f~ R(x 1 ,..., x~). The 
interpretation of this condition is that although the training pairs might 
contain much superfluous information (relations not present in C(x 1 ,..., x~) 
or R(x 1 ,..., x~) and therefore not criterial), they must contain relations 
corresponding to each criterial term in the conjunctive sets C(x 1 ,"., x~) and 
R(x 1 ,..., x~). The learning problem is to define an effective procedure for 
computing the rule Y given I. 
Two additional points are now made to motivate the proposed approach. 
First, the context in which this learning problem originally occurred was the 
following: Suppose a learner is provided with structural representations S t
(t = 1, 2,...) of the successive internal states (a data base of semantic, syntactic, 
perceptual, and response-producing predicates) of some machine M to be 
modeled. Furthermore, suppose the behavior of M is determined by a finite 
set of independent productions which correspond to k rules, F 1 ,...! Fl~ O f the 
same sort as F above. At any point in time, t, the transition from St to St+ t
may be accounted for in terms of a set of rules F(t) which, because their 
contingencies were satisfied (matched) by St, were invoked and caused specific 
response structures to enter S~+1 •In such a case (fully general, of course), an 
effective algorithm for identifying rules in F(t) would be adequate for the 
task of inducing a behavior model of M. 
The second point to notice is that, while there can be no solution which is 
error free after any finite time to grammatical induction problems which 
require the inference of the relevant underlying phrase structures (Gold, 
1967), the current restricted statement of the learning problem is one which 
does afford, with appropriate training information and acceptability criteria, 
certain solutions. This certainty is obtained at the expense of requiring each 
training input-output exemplar to manifest directly the underlying rule. 
Whether or not this requirement can be considered a serious weakness of 
the proposed approach depends principally on the power of this restricted 
procedure to solve important and general problems. This point is considered 
in some detail in the last section. At this point, however, the reader should 
realize that the proposed learning mechanisms are primarily relevant o 
problems where the space of plausible rules i  implicitly determined by a 
predefined set of predicates all of whose relevant instances are provided 
directly to the learner. The learner's task--find the relevant conjunctive 
predicate structures--is then adequately constrained so thatl an effective 
procedure is straightforward. 
Given the training information I = {Ei = (Ci, R~): i = 1,..., N}, any F 
manifested by each Et is, by definition, a plausible hypothetical rule under- 
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lying I. In order to further usefully constrain the space of plausible rules, one 
would also frequently like to exploit he idea of negative instances or counter- 
examples of a rule. When provided to a learner, the negative training informa- 
tion I '  ~ {Ei' = (Ci', R~'): i = 1,..., N'} for any F satisfies the condition: 
(Vi)(~fl) Ci'(*) h C(xl ,..., x~)) and not R j ( , ) f  ~ R(x 1 .... , xn). That is, E /  is a 
counterexample of F if C~' matches the contingency structure of F but R~' 
does not match the response structure of F. An example would be the pair 
(C1', RI') where C 1' is the structural description of some input sentence 
which matches the contingency pattern of the END rule, but where R 1' is 
a related output sentence representation which fails to match the response 
pattern of that rule. In other papers (Hayes-Roth, 1974a, 1974c), the quan- 
titative use of such negative information in the evaluation of alternative 
plausible rules is formally considered. For the present purposes, however, the 
following assumption will necessarily suffice: given the training sets I and I '  
for an unknown ruleF and any hypothesized rule F', the function U(F', [ I/F' i, 
] I ' /F' I) ~- V(F') will be taken to be the performance (utility, value, plausibility) 
of the rule F', where V(F') necessarily is an increasing function of the positive 
frequency of F' in I (11/F' l) and a decreasing function of the frequency of 
negative instances of F' in I '  (l I ' /F' 1). The functions to compute these 
frequencies and V(F') will be assumed to be exogenously provided. Note that, 
as stated above, the learning problem requires that ]I IF' ] = 1 I1 = N for 
all hypothesized rules F'. The generalization of this case to those where 
i I /F' I  < N is discussed in detail in Hayes-Roth (1974a) and briefly in the 
last section of this paper. 
The three special cases of the rule learning problem are defined as follows. 
Case 1 Categorical Rule Learning. The response R(xl ,..., x~) of the 
unknown rule F is categorical, i.e., it is unchanged regardless of variations 
among inputs C i . For example, the response might be "red" or "class 2" 
or any constant semantic structure. 
Case 2 Substitution Rule Learning Given Exogenously Determined 
Contingency and Response Parameter Correspondences. The rules to be 
learned allow for general substitutions (forced equivalences) between any 
contingency and response parameters, and these are manifested by SP 
relations upplied by the trainer. The repetition of several parameters (e.g., 
npl, vl, vp2) in both C1'(12) and R1'(13 ) for the training example E 1 = 
(C t , R1) of the END rule is an example of such exogenously provided input- 
output parameter correspondences, and the rule F described by (10-11) 
and Figs. 3(a) and 4 is an example of such an inferrable substitution rule, 
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Case 3 Substitution Rule Learning Without Exogenously Supplied 
Input-Output Parameter Correspondences. This case refers to problems 
where training examples like those in the preceding case are supplied except 
that parameters in each C i are necessarily distinct from those in R i . The 
learner in this case must, in addition to hypothesizing rules, also hypothesize 
equivalences ( ubstitutability) between contingency and response parameters. 
Each of these cases is treated in turn in the subsequent sections. 
The remainder of this section briefly addresses the issue of feature xtraction 
or predicate coding, the production (computation) of the predicate instances 
upon which inference of rules by the learner is to be based. It should be clear 
that actually encoding a stimulus pattern as a structural representation is a 
nontrivial task. Moreover the current statement of the learning problem 
requires every (Ci, Ri) exemplar pair to manifest he unknown rule F. 
Thus, if the trainer (as well as the learner) is "in the dark" as to what 
predicates are criterial to the rule F, the learning procedures defined herein 
will be guaranteed to succeed only if the trainer provides the actual values of 
all potentially relevant predicates and features as input to the learner. While 
it is generally understood how instances of unary predicates (feature values) 
are computable, the goodness of alternative procedures for computing 
instances of n-ary predicates seems to be heavily dependent upon the actual 
nature of the patterns involved (see, for examples, Evans, 1968; Barrow 
et al., 1972; Newell, 1972; Rulifson et al., 1972; Hayes-Roth, 1974c, 1976; 
Hayes-Roth and Mostow, 1975). All that will be said here is that the learning 
procedures operate by abstracting commonalities from sufficiently described 
exemplars and, as a result, all relevant predicate instances need to be supplied 
to the learner by the trainer. Later, in Section 7, possible methods are 
discussed for expanding the set of predicates upon which rule learning may 
occur by the discovery of novel unary and n-ary predicates. 
4. CASE 1: CATEGORICAL RULE LEARNING 
Rules to be learned in this case are characterized by constant response 
components. The solution to the general categorical rule learning problem 
requires three basic operations: (1) a mechanism to compute C*, the set of 
plausible contingency patterns for the unknown rule F; (2) a mechanism to 
identify R*, the set of all plausible response patterns; and (3) a mechanism to 
evaluate the performance of each plausible rule F '=  [C ~ R], where 
C ~ C* and R E R*. In the current case, steps (1) and (2) may be completely 
separated, because in categorical rules no substitution of the name of an input 
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object which is found to correspond to a contingency parameter is made to an 
associated response parameter; i.e., the contingency and response structures 
are independent. An example of such a learning problem would be that of 
abstracting the pattern characteristic "three lines and three angles" (_d~ in 
(3)) as the contingency of a rule whose response pattern is "triangle." 
The essential step in this problem then is: Given I = {E i =- (Ci ,  Ri): 
i=  1,...,N} and I '  ={E l '  =(C i ' ,R i ' ) :  i=  1 ..... N'},  compute C* = 
C1 * "'" * Cn and R* = R1 * "'" * RN, the set of abstractions of {Ci: i = 1,..., N}  
and {Rd i = 1,..., N}, respectively. By the definition of the learning problem, 
each Ei manifests the unknown rule F and, therefore, C(x 1 ,..., x~) and 
R(xl  ,..., xn) must correspond to common abstractions of {C 1 ,..., CN} and 
{R I ,..., R,j}, respectively. The operator • (star) is called the interference 
product or partial matching operator (Hayes-Roth, 1974a, 1974b). The set of 
abstractions of a set of (presumably uniform) PSR's {C i : i = 1 .... , N} with 
corresponding uniform graphs (G(Ci)} is the set of PSR's {A/ j  = 1,2,...} 
with graphs {Gj} such that (Vj) [Gj C .  G(C1) &.." & Gj C ,  G(CN) ]. A 
previously published interference matching (IM) procedure (Hayes-Roth, 
1974b) effectively and efficiently computes all abstractions {As} of the set {Ci}. 
The IM procedure is best understood in terms of the concepts of one-one 
binding relations and models. A one-one correspondence binding relation B on 
the cross-product space P = PS(C1) × "" × PS(C~-) of the parameter sets 
of {C~-} is defined to be any subset of P which assigns to each parameter 
x~ e PS(Ci) at most one correspondent xj from any other PS(Cj). Symbolically, 
B C P is a one-one binding relation if [(Vi, j)(Vb ~ B)(Vb' ~ B)(b)~ -~ (b')~ = 
x i & (b)j = xj & (b')j = xj'] ~ xj = xj', where (b)i is the ith element (ai) of 
the N-tuple b -= (a 1 ,..., an). Given any one-one binding relation B, a model 
M of {Ci : i = 1,..., N} comprises an abstraction A and a set of residuals 
{R(Ci): i = 1,..., N},  where A contains all relations common to each C i when 
the alphabetic differences between bound correspondent parameters (all x i , 
xj such that (3b e B)(b)i = xi & (b)j = xj) are ignored and R(Ci) contains 
all relations in the body of Ci  which are not accounted for in A. What the 
IM procedure does is efficiently enumerate all distinct binding relations and 
models which entail a non-null abstraction. 
In short, the IM procedure is effective for the task of computing all possible 
abstractions of any set of uniform PSR's, including C* and R*. Thus, each 
rule F '  = [C =~ R], where C e C* and R ~ R*, which is a plausible solution 
to this induction problem, may be effectively computed. Of course, the 
performance measure V induces an ordering on the plausible rules: F'  is 
preferred to F" in V(F')  > V(F"). On the other hand, it is clear that at any 
time t during the training program, a less perferred rule F" may be identical 
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to the unknown correct rule, and only additional counterexamptes to 
momentarily more preferred rules F'  will tend to eliminate them by reducing 
their plausibilities. A heuristic program for performing the computations 
required for categorical rule learning in limited space (and time) exists and 
is described in detail in Hayes-Roth (1974a). 
One of the advantages of uniform representations, in addition to their 
providing assurance that the IM procedure will be effective for categorical 
rule learning (formally proved in Hayes-Roth, 1974c), is that all possible 
rules F'  -- [C ~ R] may be computed at the same time if the abstraction 
operator (,) is applied directly to the uniform representations U(Di) of the 
rules Di - -  [Ci =~ Ri] (i - -  1,..., N )  representing causal inferences that each 
training exemplar contingency pattern (prior event) caused or predicts the 
related response pattern (subsequent event). In the rules Di ,  there are no 
substitution SP relations connecting any of the parameters of C~ with those 
of Ri ,  because there are no substitutions in categorical rules. 
If the training information I is simply converted into the uniform rule 
representations { U(Di)}, it follows that the unknown rule F which is mani- 
fested by each E t ~ I is an abstraction (subrule) of each Di ,  i.e., the uniform 
representation U(F) ~ U(C 1 ~ R1) , " " ,  U(C N ~ RN). While the ability to 
associate ach plausible rule F'  with a particular element of the set of abstrac- 
tions 
I *  - -  U(DI) , " " ,  U(DN) (16) 
and to assert hat 
(3F' E I * )e '  - F (17) 
may seem to be of only incidental interest for rule learning of the first case, 
under certain interpretations the truth of Eqs. (16-I7) holds for each of the 
other cases too and, thus, these equations can be considered a complete 
solution to the learning problem. Because Case 2 can be considered to  
subsume Case 1 and because of the generality of (16-17), a more detailed 
illustration of rule learning will be deferred until the next section. 
5. CASE 2: SUBSTITUTION RULE LEARNING GIVEN 
INPUT-OUTPUT PARAMETER CORRESPONDENCES 
Rules to be learned in this case reflect he substitution of arguments from 
contingency to response patterns by the use of the same parameter in both 
parts of the rule. In the current case, the training information I will necessarily 
exhibit the repetition of the same parameters i n C~ and R.k. whenever the 
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same object occurs in both the input and output patterns. For example, each 
training exemplar (Ci, Ri) for learning the TG END rule F (Fig. 3) would 
necessarily repeat he parameter symbols (such as npl, vl, and vp2 in C 1 and 
R1) which name the noun phrases, verbs, and verb phrases, respectively, cor- 
responding to the phrase structures named x2, x4, and x7 in F which are 
substituted from Ci to R i when F is applied. Thus, the training set I = 
{El, E2} comprising the representations (12-15) for the sentences in panels b 
and c of Fig. 3 manifest F in the way required for Case 2. 
On the other hand, it is useful to consider the training information for 
i 
Case 2 rule learning problems to be redefined as I -~ {E i = (C i ,  Ri, Q )} 
where C and Rare  uniform PSR's whose parameter sets are completely 
disjoint but where Q~ is a Set of exogenously provided substitution SP relations, 
such that Qi contains one relation {SP, x', x'} for every contingency parameter 
x' from Ci and response parameter x" from Ri for which it is true that x' and 
x" name the same object occurring both in Ci and Ri • Under this condition, 
each exemplar Ei in I must manifest F in the following sense: There must 
exist a one-one parameter binding function f~ from the parameters of the 
uniform representation I(F) to those of U(Ci ~ Ri) such that every relation 
in U(F) occurs in U(Ci ~ R~) or ~i if the alphabetic difference between bound 
correspondent parameters x and f(x) is ignored. That is, if U(Di) is defined 
to be 
U(D~) = (PS(C~) w PS(R~), body(U(Ci ~ R~)) k3 ~).  (18) 
E i manifests F if and only if (3 f i (1 -  1): PS(U(F)) --+ PS(U(Di)))(Vrj e 
body(U(F))) fi(r~)E body(U(Di)), where f~(rj) is the relation r j  with each 
parameter x replaced byfi(x ). 
As a result of the fact that each U(Di) contains U(F) as an abstraction, the 
same techniques that were applicable for Case 1 (16-17) are equally applicable 
for the current case. However, while it is true that (~F' E H* = U(D1) , .." , 
U(D~,~))F' = F, it is not true that every F'  ~ H* is a well-formed rule. Thus, 
while H*  may be computed by the IM (or other subgraph extraction) 
procedure, the set I* of plausible well-formed rules is a particular subset 
of H*. A hypothetical rule F 'E  H* with uniform representation U(F') is 
well-formed if every set d of SP-conneeted response parameters is SP-connected 
to at most one set B of SP-connected contingency parameters and no parameter 
in A is S_P-connected to a contingency parameter which is not in B. Two 
parameters, x and y, are SP-connected in U(F') if {SP, x, y} ~ body(U(F')); a
set of parameters i SP-eonnected if every pair of parameters in the set is 
SP-connected; two sets are SP-connected if their union is SP-connected. 
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Thus, the solution to the Case 2 learning problem is provided by the 
following program: 
Step 1. Compute U(Di) by adding the set Qi of substitution SP relations 
to the body of U(Ci ~ Ri). 
Step 2. Compute the set of plausible subrules H* -~ U(D1) • "" • U(Du) 
by the IM procedure (or other subgraph extraction procedure). 
Step 3. Compute the set of all plausible and well-formed rules I* 
{U(F'): U(F ' )eH*&F'  is a well-formed rule}. Each such rule F '~I*  is 
consistent with the training information I and since I manifes}s F, (~ U(F') 
I*)F' = F. A simple, formal proof of the effectiveness of such a program is 
provided elsewhere (Hayes-Roth, 1974c). 
As an example, consider again the illustration in Fig. 3 of the END rule F 
of TG and the examples E1 and E~ of its application. The exogenously 
determined input-output parameter correspondences Q~appear as identities 
between some parameters (e.g., npl) which occur both in Ci and Ri • Thus, 
(Vi = 1, 2) U(D¢) = U(C i => Ri ) (g )y  i U(F), (19) 
where 
and 
f~ = {(xl, sl), (x2, npl), (x3, vpl), (x4, vl), 
(x5, s2), (x6, np2), (x7, vp2), (x8, vp3), (x9, inf 1)} (20) 
f2 = {(xl, s4), (x2, np3), (x3, vpS), (x4, v2), 
(x5, s5), (x6, np4), (x7, vp6), (x8, vp7), (x9, inf 2)}. (21) 
In other words, if the IM procedure were applied to the set { U(D1) , U(D2) , 
one abstraction that would be produced would be F, under the parameter 
correspondences in the one-one relation B = {(sl, s4), (npl, rip3), (vpl, vp5), 
(vl, v2), (s2, sS), (np2, rip4), (vp2, vp6), (vp3, vp7), (inf 1, inf 2)} C PS(D1) × 
PS(D2) (or the equivalent but more numerous 1-1 correspondences which 
would obtain among the appropriately expanded parameter sets of the uniform 
representations U(D1) and U(D~)). 
Because of the relatively weak nature of the constraints on plausible rules, 
F will in all probability be just one of many plausible and well-formed rules 
which are thus generated. Examples of reasonable (but heuristic) constraints 
which might be exploited successfully in some task environments are: (1) 
"Consider anyF' which has one or more counterexamples to be implausible" 
or (2) "Find only the one rule F'  which has the maximal similarity to (the 
most relations in common with) each U(Di)." In general, however, the 
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practical application of learning procedures will be in real problem contexts 
where neither of these heuristics will produce consistently desirable ffects. 
Further discussion of the nature of and selection among probabilistically 
valid rules can be found in Hayes-Roth (1974a, 1974c). For the present 
purposes, all considerations related to the relative desirabilities of alternative 
rules with various combinations ofpositive and negative support are relegated 
to the "exogenously provided" performance measure V. 
To conclude this section, it seems desirable to characterize briefly the type 
of environment in which problems of Case 2 (and the subsumed Case 1) 
will occur. The essential character of Case 2 learning problems is that 
training information completely describes the correspondences (identities) 
between objects in input-output pattern pairs. Such information is frequently 
known in the sorts of problems to which one would like to apply practical 
abstraction procedures. For the present, however, a useful test which may 
be employed to decide if a particular learning problem falls into Case 2 and 
can be solved by the program above is this: I f  an unknown ruleF is operative 
in transforming one configuration of a specific set of identifiable objects into 
another and if the identities of the objects are known, the rule may be found 
by the methods of Case 2. All of the rules of TG (Langendoen, 1969), for 
examples, are thus inferrable from training examples like those in Fig. 3. 
To date, it is the author's experience that every problem of practical interest 
satisfies the preceding test. Nonetheless, it is conceivable that other esearchers 
may encounter problems where the identities of objects are not known. For 
example, one might wish to induce the nature of a rule which presumably 
accounts for the transformation f each of several (input) chemical structures 
into corresponding (output) structures, where the identities of every one of 
numerous hydrogen atoms in both structures are confusable with one 
another. To accommodate such possibilities, the solution of problems of this 
sort is considered in the next section. 
6. CASE 3: SUBSTITUTION RULE LEARNING WITHOUT 
EXOGENOUSLY SUPPLIED INPUT--OuTPUT PARAMETER CORRESPONDENCES 
Rules to be learned in this case are of the sort as in the previous case but 
less information is provided to the learner. Rule learning problems of the 
third case are the most general and, in terms of the amount of necessary 
computation, potentially the most difficult. An example of such unrestricted 
rule learning would be the problem of inducing the END rule in Fig. 3(a) 
from the examples in panels (b) and (c) if each parameter q in Ci and r in R i 
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had been distinctively renamed Ci.q and Ri.r, respectively. That is, any 
correspondences between contingency and response parameters would 
necessarily be inferred by the learner at the same moment at which it inferred 
the contingency and response patterns of the unknown rule F. 
One possible brute-force solution to the problem would be as follows. Let 
U(Di) -~ U(Ci ~ Ri) and compute I* as in (16). Then for any abstracted 
rule F', the learner is free to add any desired substitution SP relations which 
establish contingency-response parameter correspondences as long as the 
modified rule remains well-formed. Such a procedure, if exhaustively applied, 
will surely identify F. 
On the other hand, the brute-force method fails to exploit he potentially 
useful structural redundancies between each C i and Ri • A structural redundancy 
between Ci and Ri is a common abstraction (substructure) of Ci and R i. In 
general, such redundancies are highly indicative of substitutability of con- 
tingency and response parameters. For example, consider the sentences C1 
and R 1 in Fig. 3(b) and the corresponding PSR's C 1' (12) and/71'(13). Again, 
remember that in the current case all parameter symbols have been prefixed 
by "Cv" or "RI." and, therefore, all response and contingency parameters are 
distinct. 
Now, consider the set of abstractions El* = C 1 , R 1 and, in particular, the 
abstraction A ~ El* associated with the correspondence bindings in B 
{b~ = (Cl.np] , Rvnpl), b 2 = (Cvvl, R~.vl), bs = (Cl.Vp2 , Rvvp2)} where 
A - -  ({bl, b2, b~), 
{{p: "the boy," name:b1}, 
{p: "wants," name:b2} , 
{p: "drink," name:ba}}). (22) 
The abstraction A identifies plausible loci of substitutions inF by locating 
phrase structures which are repeated in both C 1 and R 1 . Thus, it would be 
reasonable to hypothesize substitution SP relations for each set of related 
bindings in B; i.e., one could let Q~ ~ {{SP, Cl.x, Rl.y}:(Cvx, Rvy) ~ B} 
and then proceed to induce F as if this were a problem in Case 2. 
Such an idea must be generalized, however, before this suggested procedure 
constitutes a guaranteed solution to Case 3 learning problems. The central 
question here is how to enumerate all possible ways in which substitutions 
might have occurred between Ci and Ri, and an answer to this question 
requires a discussion of the semantics of substitutability, which now follows. 
In any given problem context, the structural representations used will permit 
interpretations of substitutability between contingency and response param- 
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eters in possibly varying and numerous ways. In TG rules of the sort wkh 
which this paper has been concerned, a substitution between C~.q and R,.r 
is plausible if the entire phrase tree structures descendant from root nodes 
Ci.q and Ri.r are identical. Thus any procedure, including the IN[ procedure, 
which can identify such equivalences i a satisfactory mechanism for enu- 
merating plausible contingency-response parameter substitutions. On the 
other hand, the semantics of substitutability may be different in other 
knowledge representations (other systems of predicates) or other problem 
domains. 
In each case, however, an SP relation S = {SP, C~.q, Ri.r} is called plausible 
if the PSR T with body body(U(G~ ~ Ri)) u {S} is not impossible in the 
sense that it represents he simultaneous attribution of two mutually exclusive 
attributes (category elements) to the same object (a pair of SP-connected 
parameters). In the case of TG rule learning, for example, every relation of 
the sort {p: "..," name:q} which associates a specific word sequence with the 
object named q is a mutually exclusive possibility; i.e., any parameter can 
name at most one distinct word sequence. Similarly, at a higher level of 
abstraction, o parameter q which occurs in the object item name:q of a noun 
phrase relation can simulaneously occur as the name of any other phrase 
type (or, for that matter, in the object item name:q of any relation whose 
predicate item is different). 
In the previously mentioned example of inducing a rule which transforms 
one chemical structure into another, no SP relation is plausible which identifies 
a contingency parameter identifying a carbon atom with a response naming 
a hydrogen atom. On the other hand, each distinct SP relation S = {SP, 
Ci.q, Ri.r} where Ci. q and Ri.r are identical chemical elements or compounds 
is plausible. 
It is apparent, however, that the plausibility of hypothetical substitutions. 
spans a range of values between the xtremes of "totally plausible" and 
"totally implausible." For example, objects may change in shape, color, 
structure, or other attributes under some transformations, and while these 
attributes may for some purposes constitute categories of exclusive possi- 
bilities, it does not follow that such parameter substitutions are impossible, 
only, in general, that they are apparently ess likely than others. The behaviors 
of a magician, for example, are frequently of just such an improbable sort: 
{{p:red, name:x}, {p:handkerchief, name:x}} --~ {{p:green, ame:x}, {p:scarf, 
name:x}}. Thus, while one might reasonably hope to infer from "x is red at 
time t" and "y is green at t + 1" that x andy are different objects, this is only 
probably valid. 
The semantics of substitutability is thus seen to be dependent on what is 
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known about he problem domain, including especially the sorts of inferences 
that may be correctly made about the probable identicalness of two objects 
occurring in different structural representations. Thus, while the learning 
procedures for Cases 1 and 2 and the proposed brute-force method for Case 3 
were entirely syntactic in nature (were explainable without reference to 
reality), any efficient solutions to Case 3 problems which significantly reduce 
the set of plausible substitution SP relations considered must necessarily 
exploit what is known about the likelihood that two differently named 
objects having attributes @hich are more or less similar are in fact the 
same. 
In sum, a plausible SP relation is any which the real-word semantics do not 
disallow. For example, if there is some category Y = {(q~, typ%): k = 1,...} 
such that the unary relation {(q~, typek), x} implies not[{(qk,, typ%.), x}] for 
all k' @ k and (qk', typ%,) E Y, the substitution defined by {SP, x, y} would 
not be plausible if x and y were parameters of Ci and Ri" respectively, and 
{{(qk, typ%), x}, {(qe,, typ%.), y}} C body(U(C i => Ri)). On the other hand, 
while a consideration of degrees of plausibility and a strategy which prefers 
rules which arc "more plausible" to those which are less may improve the 
performance of procedures which generate plausible rules by a best-first sort 
of search technique, a total enumeration of plausible rules is required if a 
certain identification of/~ is desired. If Qi is defined to be the set of all sub- 
stitution SP relations which are plausible for the transformation f Ci into Ri, 
then the solution to the Case 3 learning problem is provided by exactly the 
same three step rule induction program presented in the preceding section. 
Thus, while induction of a magician's rules of behavior, where object 
identicalness i highly uncertain, may take significantly more computing 
time that the induction of the rules of TG, where every property of the sort 
(q, name) which is true of an object x precludes any substitution SP relation 
which would entail the simultaneous assignment of a different property 
(q', name) to x, both inductions are accomplishable by the same effective 
procedure. 
7. PREDICATE AND CATEGORY LEARNING 
The purpose of this section is to indicate briefly some possible avenues of 
approach to the problems of predicate and category learning. In the case of 
predicate learning, two points will be made. First, as Winston (1970) notes, 
once any pattern over n parameters i learned as the contingency of an 
induced rule, it may be used as an n-dry predicate to describe patterns in a 
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novel way. For example, if the template A~(3) for a triangle (over the param- 
eters al, a2, a3) were induced in response to training, A2 would define a 
ternary predicate and the relation {p: A~, al:x, a2:y, a3:z} could then be 
used to augment the description of a scene in which the nodes x, y, and z 
were found to satisfy the relations required of the three nodes of a triangle. 
Second, because heuristic methods may later be used to generate and test the 
simplest, most plausible rules first, and encoding of training information 
patterns in terms of such higher-order predicates may be useful (exactly as the 
use of learned, higher-order phrase structure defining predicates like np or vp 
seem to be useful in representing and inducing TG grammar rules). That is, 
while the number of possible rules which may be inferrable from a set I of 
input-output line drawings described in terms of individual ines might be 
very large, the number of rules which are inferrable from the same data when 
encoded in terms of higher-order figure-descriptions is probably much 
smaller. Again, the desirability of such approaches appears to be general but 
is obviously dependent upon the real semantics (i.e., the nature of the rules 
to be learned). 
With respect o category learning, a similar type of observation can be 
made. A category, defined to be a set of mutually exclusive alternatives, may 
be hypothesized to comprise ach of the various properties (unary uniform 
relation predicates) which are found to occur systematically in pattern 
representations C i matching some rule contingency C(x 1 ,..., x~) but which 
are not criteral (not contained in C(x 1 ,..., x,~)). For example, when the END 
rule F is inferred from the training examples in Fig. 3(b, c), any model of E 1 
and E~ comprising the abstraction A c E 1 , E 2 which matches F will neces- 
satily bind the parameters vl and v2 as correspondents. As a result of this 
binding, the same model that contains A will also contain the unary relations 
{p:"wants," name:vl} and {p:"planned," name:v2} in the associated residuals 
of E 1 and E~. Thus, while "wants" and "planned" are not the same predicate 
and cannot therefore b included in this abstraction of E 1 and E 2 , they are 
explicitly comparable because they are alternative properties of otherwise 
corresponding objects (vl and v2). 
As a result, one could reasonably hypothesize a new category, say v', and 
the relationship that {"wants," "planned"} C C. Note that v' is the name of 
the particular "place" in the common abstraction of E t and E 2 where vl and 
v2 were bound but had different properties; this place is identified by the 
name x2 in the END rule F. Now, suppose several more examples of this rule 
F were provided and the possible members of v' were found to include 
"wants," "planned," "desired,"..., and "hoped." It would seem reasonable 
to canonize this category, say as "verb of intention," and subsequently to
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produce the predicate instance {p:verb of intention, name:x} whenever 
a word x occurred which was member of v'. Moreover, the reader should 
note that such a predicate is in fact criterial to the contingency of the END 
rule, because the restriction of x4 (input verbs) to the category of verbs in 
general is too weak to prevent inappropriate applications of the rule. Thus, 
while the possibilities here are only minimally understood, it appears that 
such a category learning mechanism is potentially very powerful. Aside from 
providing a basis for refinement of induced rules by adding such additionally 
restrictive predicates to overgeneralized contingencies, the learning of such 
categories of mutually exclusive lements plays the additionally useful role 
of providing semantic cues related to the plausibility of potential substitutions, 
as previously described. 
8. CONCLUSIONS 
This section attempts to provide a perspective on the paper's contribution 
in three ways: (1) the current learning problem and solution are related to 
other previously studied ones; (2) the principal potential obstacle to widescale 
use of the proposed solution, a combinatorial explosion of abstractable rules, 
is considered; and (3) the possible value of heuristics in rule learning as 
alternatives to exhaustive methods of abstraction is briefly discussed. 
(1) The proposed approach to grammatical inference differs from 
previous approaches (Gold, !967; Biermann and Feldman, 1973; Wharton, 
1974) in the emphasis placed here on inducing rule representations by 
extracting commonalities from (deep) structural descriptions of events 
(sentences, scenes, behaviors) rather than using general heuristics to generate 
productions whose behaviors, hopefully, converge (statistically) toward the 
same sequential constraints exhibited by the surface descriptions provided 
for training. The current approach essentially eliminates the generation phase 
by requiring that every (C~, Ri) training exemplar manifest directly the rule 
of interest. In this case, simple algorithms for identifying common subgraphs 
(abstractions) can be used to generate hypothetical productions which may be 
statistically evaluated, if necessary, to determine their reliability and utility 
vis-a-vis counterexamples. On the other hand, the proposed representational 
framework iscomputationally universal (Hayes-Roth, 1974c) and the approach 
is capable of inducing highly complex rules (those with a large number of 
relations in their uniform representations) in the same way as very simple ones. 
In both cases, the goal is to produce all abstractions manifested by the training 
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information so that each may be considered as a hypothetical solution to the 
rule learning problem. 
The validity of such an approach to learning must depend not only on its 
demonstrated ability to solve previously unsolvable induction problems, such 
as that of inferring from examples the rules of TG, but also on the power of 
the approach to solve real-word problems of obvious value. While empirical 
testing and refinement of the proposed techniques will probably go on for 
years, intuitive sorts of evidence may be adduced to support he suggested 
approach. Two observations of this sort will be made. First, many of the 
major knowledge sources in real systems (e.g., the Hearsay II speech under- 
standing system) are representable as a set of rules of the sort considered here 
and, moreover, the current framework provides a much needed scheme for 
evaluating the performance of these rules alone as well as in comparison 
to machine-generated plausible alternatives. Second, the proposed approach 
provides a basis for decomposition of knowledge and for step-by-step 
training of one rule after another. 
(2) There are two chief obstacles impeding the widescale use of the 
proposed rule learning techniques which require the inferences matching (IM) 
procedure. First, although it is logically simple, the IM procedure may require 
enormous amounts of temporary storage to compute and store alternative 
models because of combinatorial possibilities. Second, the learning problem 
as described in this paper required that ll training exemplars (Ci, Ri) in I 
manifest he desired rule F. If this requirement is relaxed, so that at least 
one (Ci, Ri) fails to manifest F, then the assumption must be made that each 
distinct subset of I may be sufficient for induction of the unknown F. This 
greatly expands the number of possibilities (abstractions) that must be 
considered. Such a situation would arise, for instance, if a machine were 
supposed to learn rules of TG and the input contained errors or incomplete 
structural descriptions. 
It appears that there can be no cheap and robust solution which eliminates 
all combinatorial problems and the attendant requirement for large amounts 
of storage. However, one desirable technique for reducing computing time 
and storage space is provided by the space limited interference matching 
(SLIM) procedure (Hayes-Roth, 1974a). As currently programmed (in 
SAIL), SLIM is limited to nonrelational event drescriptions (feature-value 
descriptions), but th  e bas!c technique is immediately generalizable (see 
Hayes-Roth, 1974c, Appendix I for details). SLIM is chiefly constrained by 
the number of models it may maintain in working memory. Within the 
limitation imposed on memory space, the procedure performs the following 
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actions in sequence: it successively introduces exemplars from the training 
set and partial-matches them (using the IM procedure to generate abstrac- 
tions) with previously introduced exemplars and previously produced 
abstractions to generate new maximally informative abstractions; it evaluates 
the performance or utility of each inferred rule on the basis of the related 
positive and negative instances; it reduces (conditionalizes) the utility of rules 
which are subrules of better performing rules already abstracted; and it 
eliminates from overcrowded storage rules with lowest conditional utilities. 
As a result, the procedure dynamically optimizes the expected overall 
performance of all rules in storage. (If sufficient storage is provided, all 
inferrable rules are computed and retained.) 
(3) Apparently reasonable heuristics might be introduced into the 
plausible rule induction procedure. These might be of a best-first sort, where 
the best hypothetical rule is taken to mean the one whose uniform representa- 
tion is a maximal abstraction of the training exemplars. Search algorithms of 
this sort are described in Hayes-Roth (1973). On the other hand, for every 
situation where a heuristic can be shown to be desirable, there is usually 
another where it causes demonstrably undesirable ffects. At this point, it is 
the author's intention to experiment with a variery of heuristics in each of our 
currently active learning projects so that the costs and benefits of each will 
hopefully come to be better understood. 
In sum, many researchers have made useful application of structural 
representations of patterns and rules. In the current paper, a general procedure 
capable of inducing such rules from appropriate training data and methods 
for comparing alternative hypothesized rules were discussed. While the 
prospects for fruitful application f these techniques eem bright, problems 
of combinatorics loom large. For the present, however, it is the author's 
opinion that even very large amounts of off-line computing dedicated to the 
discovery of reliable rules will be justified by a significant gain in knowledge 
or an improvement in the performance of the rules which are actually used in 
important applications like language understanding. 
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